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To: pulitzer@pulitzer.org
Distribution at Pulitzer
To: Marjorie Moore, Administrator of the Pulitzer Prize
and to all members of the Pulitzer Board
Greetings,
1) There is no way you are going to understand how I work; have always worked. I have been selfemployed in Insurance, Accounting, Tax, Law, and web design since I was discharged from the Army
in 1972. I still do web design. All my clients were and are self- employed business owners. I have
degrees in Political Science Accounting and Law from the University of Houston. It took 10 years and
I worked full time the whole time in addition to raising 4 children while acquiring the accounting and
law degrees after my service in the Army. Chances are slim you know anyone who has done that.
I have been married twice for 19 years each and I have 4 kids with the first wife all now in their late
40s and early 50s. I say this because many people make the mistake of writing me off as some New
Age airhead simply because I changed my name in 1988 after the first divorce. Wife one hated me
but refused to let go of my birth surname Wolter. I wanted distance from her in every way possible.
So I changed my name a few weeks before I turned 40, on April 24, 1988. The overwhelming majority
of women change their names when they marry. So you can say half the American society has
changed their name, not to mention all the immigrants who come to America and many who hate the
name their parents gave them. I changed a lot of names when I practiced law. Many by Hispanics
who wanted to hide their ancestry because they had a lot of Spanish DNA and looked White. Like
Martinez to Martin. People criticized me for changing my surname and spitting on my father's name
but none criticized me for changing it to WorldPeace but it was certainly implied.
2) I have always been psychic and intuitive. But I refused to tell fortunes and get involved with stupid
questions like, does johnny love me, am I going to get a raise, a new car, etc. Every poem I have
written, and much of the other things I have written are what most people would call automatic writing
or channeling. Everyone of my poems have been channeled. I see something, I hear something, I
have visions which is the source of all my art as well. I do not sit down and try to scratch out poems
without inspiration. When I feel it is time to write. I write.
3) I am very much aware of what goes on in my reality on all levels. Everything I have done in my life
has had a spiritual (not religious) green light or I do not do it. This has been going on for 74 years.
Most people refuse to listen to their souls. They discount miracles as coincidences. There are no
coincidences. Most people would resolve 95% percent of their problems if they would just daily if not
moment-to-moment meditate and pray. This is the focus of the Millennials and the Third Millennium
and The Age of Aquarius. The world is in the process of discounting corporate religion because of its
corporate corruption and embracing spirituality. A mass ascension to a more spiritual world human
society began decades ago.
I become aware of many things but I do not write them all down. The significant ones with a global
message, I write as poems. I believe every poem I have ever written was for someone or someones
in the present or in the future. I write. I publish, I move on with my life.

4) Example. This morning biking 3.5 miles uphill to the gym on the bike trail I was passing a 20 foot
wall with shrubs planted at its base and vines growing on it. I heard a man talking and looked around
and could not see anyone. So I stopped my bike and turned around. About 30 feet behind me on the
ledge at the base of the wall there was a homeless guy talking to no one.
I got off my bike and started talking to him. A picture is attached. He is 49, light skinned Black, lucid,
named Namin, he said. He was concerned about an old white guy reaching out to him. But he
relaxed. When I encounter these situations I know when to keep going and when to stop. I had a
clear message to stop and turn around and talk to this guy.
5) He was defensive because he was ranting about Biden. I told him I did not care about that and to
relax, I asked him if he was a poet. He said he was. And he brought up Amanda Gorman and asked
me when she began to write poems and I said 15. He said he had been writing since 6. He said his
mother had his poems and he was proud of some poem books he wrote and bound in class in the 5th
grade. He knew about Toni Morrison and Maya Angelou. He talked about the stories and poems
these women wrote. We talked about 20 minutes.
As I got back on my bike he began to walk close by. I was going slow because I was going uphill.
When we came to the street he went off to the right and I crossed to the left. I looked for him after I
crossed and he was gone. He told me he was going to get his pack but who knows. Was he
real? Yes because he would say hello to the people who passed by while we talked. But you never
know who is really real in the earth dreamscape.
6) I will write a poem about it later today. It was a significant encounter. Not life-changing because
this kind of thing has always happened to me. These events remind me of stories like a knight riding
through the woods and he passes a tree and a little frog says "Beware of the woman with the black
dress."
7) I am going to repeat again that this 2022 Pulitzer Poetry Prize is a second chance for the Board to
pay attention to the fact that the world is fighting Covid, racism, war in Ukraine and I am the only
global advocate for peace and WorldPeace on every level in the world human society. And I am
certainly the only advocate for peace with submission to Pulitzer this year and in 2020
8) I saw in the paper this morning before biking to the gym an article in Nation magazine about a poet
John Keene, another Black queer just like Jericho Brown who won the 2020 Pulitzer Poetry Prize with
a less than a 100-page poetry book about his searching out the perfect Black cock. He won over my
2700 page complete poems that the Pulitzer did not even read. Poems about WorldPeace.
All my poems are a variation on the many themes regarding WorldPeace.
Now let me give you a heads up. WorldPeace is a global issue. government, politics, the courts of
law, racism, the subordination of women, teaching peace, covid, religion and so on,
The world human society is morphing out of the world of apathetic Baby Boomers and their corporate
religion to the spirituality and awakening going on with the Millennials and their spirituality. I have
always been an early arriving Millennial born as a Baby Boomer.
Here is the core question for you and the board about WorldPeace and political and religious
issues as poetry.
The Pulitzer Prize is grounded in investigative journalism which is always directly or indirectly about
unpeaceful issues in the world. But you ban WorldPeace related poems about issues that you give
prizes for in poetry. You people are lost in space. You have Amanda Gorman putting a Harvard

vocabulary on "Mary Had a Little Lamb poetry" and other such poems she learned in the 3rd to 5th
grade.
Poetry is the bastard child of the Pulitzer Prizes. The books that win, the plays that take on hard
issues, but not the poetry prize.The Poetry Prize is stuck in the 19th and early 20th century.
And when you recognize political issues, they are about the queer nation who are 10% of the world
human society. Yor must bring the hard edge of the other Pulitzer Prizes into the Poetry realm.
Poetry is the language of the Millennials and the language of the Third Millennium. Ms Miller you
know journalism but what the hell do you know about poetry. What does anyone else on the board
know about the arts and poetry. Who on the board has this career background. In the case of
poetry, you need to carve out a deputy administrator to run that department. A poet. Maybe the same
regarding the other arts prizes.
8) The other big news today is the stupid Supreme Court and Row v Wade. These radical Christians
have an incredibly twisted mindset. Christian-wise they just cant get in their head that unborn children
(fetuses) have no right to be born. These fetuses have no rights in the law. And Christian-wise, when
a body dies the soul lives. You cannot kill a soul. The dead body goes to the earth, the soul goes
back to God who made it.
But there is a much bigger issue. These holy rollers demand that these fetuses be allowed to go full
term and be born. But these holy rollers refuse as in absolutely refuse to provide one dime to support
these births they demand. They also refuse to adopt these unborn fetuses who become children. Now
you talk about a go-to-hell issue. You demand a fetus go full term and be born and then you tell Jesus
and God that those children are not (were not) your problem support-wise.
And then there is the radical ready to kill issue of refusal to get covid vaccinations and to wear masks.
These anti-masker are the same fools that want to take charge on significant issues like abortion.
How many anti-maskers are ready to do harm so they dont have to wear a mask and turn around and
tell a woman she has to take a baby full term with no government funding. Just how F-d up a mindset
is that. Fuzzy thinking on steroids.
And there is also the fight to the death of the holy rollers to not provide free contraception to cut down
on the size of the abortion problem. Jesus, Mary and Joseph!
And these are the same fools that listen to the billion dollar Jesus shows led by "money as god"
preachers talking about Jesus who had no assets, All about making millions talking about a homeless
traveling preacher.
And the Pulitzer Poetry prize wants to keep these issues, these considerations in the journalism
section.
WHAT IS WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE. ????
9) Hebrews 8: 10 New Testament and Jeremiah 31: 34 Old Testament "God says he put his laws in
every human heart and mind and NO ONE NEEDS TO TEACH ANYONE. The Bible itself negates
the need for preachers. When you follow anyone religion-wise you become a slave and just as blind
as that person whose truth you are following in his heart as opposed to your God given truth.
Corporate Christianity is dead. The Third Millennium is about spirituality not corporate religion. Two
very different things.

10) I am not a prophet or a messiah much less Jesus, I am a messenger with one message,
WorldPeace.
Now for the second time in two years, I have put the WorldPeace issue on the Pulitzer Poetry Prize
agenda. With the world in chaos and the Garden of Eden burning down what is the Pulitzer going to
do. Talk about it in journalism and ban it in Poetry?
11) You Ms. Miller need to put the Poetry Prize under the same metric as Journalism. Dont give me
any crap that the Pulitzer Prizes are not about WorldPeace but about "Mary had a little lamb" poetry
and Black male queers.
I advocate for equal political rights for everyone. Always have. But here I am talking about political
focus on the 90% of the world human society that is not on the queer train.
The most urgent issue in the world human society is WorldPeace in the traditional sense, as the war
of Russia in Ukraine murders human beings every single day and much of the night.
You have one WorldPeace candidate for the Pulitzer Poetry Prize for 2022 and had one candidate in
2020 whose submission you trashed and did not read. That is right, you threw WorldPeace into the
trash. Are you on that track again.
Sincerely,
WorldPeace
May 3, 2022
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